The purpose of this study was to examine the utility of the Systematic Observation of Red Flags as an observational level-two screening measure to detect risk for autism spectrum disorder in toddlers when used with a video-recorded administration of the Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales. Psychometric properties of the Systematic Observation of Red Flags were examined in a sample of 247 toddlers of 16-to 24 months old: 130 with autism spectrum disorder, 61 with developmental delays, and 56 typically developing. Individual items were examined for performance to create an algorithm with improved sensitivity and specificity, yielding a total Composite score and Domain scores for Social Communication and Restricted Repetitive Behaviors. Codes indicating clear symptom presence were collapsed to yield a count of the number of Red Flags for the overall scale and each symptom domain. Results indicated significant group differences with large effects for the Composite, both Domain scores, and Red Flags score, and good discrimination (area under the curve = 0.84-0.87) between autism spectrum disorder and nonspectrum groups for the Composite, Social Communication Domain, and Social Communication Red Flags score. The Systematic Observation of Red Flags provides an observational screening measure for 16-to 24-month-olds with good discrimination, sensitivity, and specificity. A cutoff of 20 on the Composite is recommended to optimally detect autism spectrum disorder risk.
2010; Wetherby et al., 2014) . Despite research findings that parents often express concern by 18 to 24 months , the median age of diagnosis in the United States is approximately 4½ years (Baio, 2014) . Challenges with early detection include lack of adequate ASD-specific screening tools, as well as time and cost restrictions that impede primary care providers from adequately screening to determine whether referral for a full assessment is needed. Although level-two screening provides an important opportunity to detect children early when potential concerns exist without adding the burden of a full diagnostic evaluation, this type of ASD-specific screening is not widely used in primary care.
Commonly used parent-report measures such as the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-CHAT; Robins et al., 2001) and Infant Toddler Checklist (ITC; Wetherby and Prizant, 2002) offer a practical and time efficient method for level-one screening, though additional follow-up interviews and evaluations are required to reduce false positives (Kleinman et al., 2008) and to differentiate between ASD and other developmental delays . The M-CHAT also may not successfully detect higher-functioning children with ASD, as samples of children identified with this tool have significant developmental delays on average (Robins et al., 2014) .
Interactive level-two screening tools, such as the Screening Tool for Autism in Toddlers and Young Children (STAT; Stone et al., 2000 Stone et al., , 2008 , offer an additional method of screening that allows direct observation of subtle impairments that may not be readily recognized by parents (Rutter, 2006) . However, the STAT is designed for children older than the recommended screening age (i.e. 24-36 months) and requires administration by a trained professional familiar with ASD, greatly reducing its feasibility for implementation in community settings. A recent study (Gabrielsen et al., 2015) also examined the use of an observational rating tool during two 10-min samples of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 1999) . Experts missed 39% of children with ASD when asked whether they would refer the child for an evaluation after each 10-min sample, indicating that this rating tool is not effective in detecting risk for ASD in toddlers in a brief observation during a semi-structured interaction. Additional brief observational screening measures have been developed, including the Autism Detection in Early Childhood (ADEC; Dix et al., 2015) and the Rapid Interactive Test for Autism in Toddlers (RITA-T; Choueiri and Wagner, 2015) , though further research with larger samples is needed to evaluate their potential utility. Despite the potential benefit of using level-two detection methods to determine early risk for ASD, adequate measures are not currently available for toddlers within the recommended screening age.
The Systematic Observation of Red Flags (SORF) is an observational measure that was designed for children who have received the Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales (CSBS; Wetherby and Prizant, 2002) . The CSBS behavior sample is a standardized, normreferenced instrument designed to measure early social communication (SC) skills as a follow-up to the ITC and is not an ASD-specific measure; therefore, it cannot be used independently to determine ASD risk. However, the CSBS provides an ideal context to observe behaviors of ASD, as it offers a brief systematic sample with structured and unstructured activities to observe SC skills. Because it is often included as part of early communication evaluations, the SORF may be more feasible than administering diagnostic assessments that require extensive training and reliability requirements. The SORF was designed as a screening measure to identify children who should be referred for a diagnostic evaluation by a professional with expertise in ASD. The purpose of this study was (1) to examine diagnostic group differences and item-level performance to create an algorithm with the best SORF items, and (2) to examine sensitivity, specificity, and appropriate cutoff scores for the SORF as a level-two screener for ASD in 16-24 month toddlers when used with the CSBS and coded by individuals who are not experts in ASD.
Methods

Participants
This study included 247 toddlers evaluated at Florida State University through the FIRST WORDS® Project, a longitudinal, prospective study investigating early detection of ASD and other communication disorders. Parents completed the ITC in primary care settings between 9 and 24 months of age and were referred for a communication evaluation if their child scored in the bottom 10th percentile or if parents reported that they currently had concerns about their child's development. A small proportion of children were also referred to the FIRST WORDS Project directly because of parental or professional concern. These parents completed the ITC prior to or during their initial appointment. Children were included in this study if they had a SORF and diagnostic assessment completed between 16 and 24 months. Participant characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Informed consent was obtained from all parents and the study was conducted in accordance with the Florida State University Institutional Review Board.
SORF coding system and procedures
The SORF is a coding system designed to detect 22 Red Flags (RF) for ASD in toddlers based on current diagnostic criteria (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5)) providing an autism screening observation measure with 11 items from each domain-SC and Restricted Repetitive Behaviors (RRB). A previous version of the SORF included 29 items derived from diagnostic criteria in the fourth text revision of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV) and research on young children with ASD (Wetherby et al., 2004) . Items were revised or removed based on initial research findings, and new items were added to capture additional behaviors and align with DSM-5 criteria. For this study, coding was completed by undergraduate research assistants blind to diagnostic classification while observing a video-recording of the CSBS behavior sample, which lasts approximately 20 min. Behaviors are coded on the SORF using a 0-3 graded response system, with 0 indicating an absence of relevant concern and 3 indicating the greatest level of severity or concern.
Two different types of scores were generated. Scores on the best performing items were included in a total Composite score and SC and RRB Domain score algorithms. Information on how these items were identified is presented later in this section. Scores indicating clear symptom presence (i.e. a score of 2 or 3) were collapsed to yield a count of the number of RF. All items were included in the total RF symptom count, and all 11 SC and 11 RRB items were included in separate domain RF symptom counts. The Composite and Domain scores provide continuous measures of severity of ASD behaviors, while the number of RF provides diagnostically useful information about the presence or absence of clinically significant behaviors.
Undergraduate research assistants were trained on the SORF coding and reached reliability when they completed 35 training videos with generalizability (g) intraclass correlation coefficients of at least 0.60. Approximately 15% of the SORFs included in this sample were scored by two coders to determine inter-rater reliability. Results indicated a g coefficient of 0.86 for the total including all SORF items, 0.84 for the SC Domain items, and 0.76 for the RRB Domain items. All coders reached reliability.
Diagnostic procedures and measures
Diagnostic procedures-A best estimate clinical diagnosis of ASD (n = 130), developmentally delayed (DD; n = 61), or typically developing (TD; n = 56) was made between 18 and 24 months based on the ADOS Toddler Module (ADOS-T; Lord et al., 2012) , Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995) , Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale-Second Edition (VABS-II; Sparrow et al., 1984) , a video-recorded home observation, and a parent-report questionnaire, the Early Screening for Autism and Communication Disorders (ESAC). SORF coding was not used in diagnostic decisionmaking. Information regarding pregnancy complications, recurring medical problems, family history of learning and developmental problems, and parental concern about the child's development was also available for diagnostician review. Children were diagnosed with ASD if they demonstrated clinically significant impairment consistent with DSM-5 criteria in both symptom domains across multiple contexts. Children were classified as DD if ASD was ruled out and MSEL scores were in the delayed range (i.e. T score < 38 on any subscale or 1.25 SD below the mean). The DD group comprised of a majority (59.1%) of children with receptive and/or expressive language delay, as well as children with nonverbal or global delays. Children were classified as TD if ASD was ruled out and DD was not present (i.e. T score ≥ 38 on every MSEL subscale). A decision was made to defer diagnosis (n = 29) if some ASD symptomatology was present, but there was insufficient evidence to meet diagnostic criteria (e.g. lack of symptoms in one of the two domains, symptoms present but judged to be not clinically significant, symptoms only present in one setting). These children were excluded from the present analyses because diagnosis was used as a predictor or outcome. Diagnostic evaluation characteristics are provided in Table 2 .
Autism symptoms-The ADOS-T is a semi-structured, standardized assessment of communication, social interaction, and restricted and repetitive behaviors for toddlers to measure symptoms of ASD. The measure provides symptom domain scores (i.e. Social Affect, Restricted and Repetitive Behaviors) and a total score. Diagnostic cutoffs for the total score yield three categories reflecting degree of concern for ASD: "little-to-no concern," "mild-to-moderate concern," and "moderate-to-severe concern." Calibrated severity scores (Esler et al., 2015) were used to estimate ASD symptom severity across age range and language level.
Adaptive behavior-The VABS-II is a caregiver interview that measures adaptive functioning using a standard score, the Adaptive Behavior Composite, which combines four domain scores: Communication, Daily Living, Social, and Motor Skills.
Developmental level-The MSEL is a standardized assessment of cognitive functioning administered directly to the child. Standard scores for the Visual Reception, Fine and Gross Motor skills, and Expressive and Receptive Language subscales were obtained. Because of the substantial proportion of children who received a T-score of 20 (i.e. the floor) on one or more subtests (27.5%), developmental quotients (DQs) were calculated. DQs were calculated by first dividing the age equivalent for each subscale by the child's chronological age and multiplying by 100; nonverbal DQ was then derived by averaging the visual reception and fine motor skills subscales, and verbal DQ was derived by averaging the expressive and receptive language subscales. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) results revealed that the ASD and DD groups did not differ significantly on nonverbal DQ (F = 39.88, p = 0.14), indicating that differences between these diagnostic groups cannot be accounted for by cognitive level alone.
ASD symptoms across contexts-A video-recorded home observation provided an opportunity for diagnosticians to examine the presence and severity of ASD symptoms in a naturalistic setting when determining diagnostic classification. Parents were instructed to interact with their child during a variety of everyday activities (e.g. snack, play, family chores, caregiving, book sharing) for 1 h. Diagnosticians also reviewed an ASD-specific questionnaire, the ESAC, to gain insight into parent report of ASD symptoms. Preliminary results provide strong support for the validity of the ESAC as an autism-specific parentreport screener (Wetherby et al., 2015 ).
Statistical analysis
Item-level analysis-Individual items were first examined using one-way ANOVA models to determine whether specific behaviors differentiated children with ASD from nonspectrum groups (DD and TD). A Welch correction was used to account for lack of homogeneous variances, and Dunnett's C post hoc testing corrected for Type I error when evaluating pairwise differences among means. Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen's d to reflect the size of diagnostic group differences (≤0.2 = small, 0.5 = medium, 0.8 = large). Children with DD and TD were then combined to form the nonspectrum group (n = 117) used for receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses, which provided information regarding each item's ability to discriminate the ASD and nonspectrum groups. Area under the curve (AUC) was examined to determine the strength of discrimination between groups for each item, with AUC values ranging from 0.5 denoting that no discrimination exists to 1.0 denoting perfect discrimination (Swets, 1988) . All items with medium to large effect sizes and AUC values of at least 0.60 were included in the algorithm.
Summary score analysis-The Composite, RF, SC and RRB Domain scores, and SC and RRB RF scores were examined using one-way ANOVA models, generating F-statistics and pairwise group difference comparisons with a Welch correction for lack of Dow et al.
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homogeneous variances and Dunnett's C post hoc testing to correct for Type I error. Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen's d.
ROC curve analyses generated sensitivity, specificity, and optimal cutoff scores for each SORF score. The ROC curve plots the "true positive" rate (i.e. the proportion of children with ASD who are correctly identified), or sensitivity, against the "false positive" rate (i.e. the proportion of children who are identified incorrectly as having ASD) across the full range of cutoff scores. Specificity indicates the proportion of children without ASD who are correctly identified as not at risk ("true negatives"). The optimal cutoff score was determined by prioritizing sensitivity while maintaining an adequate level of specificity to maximize accurate detection of children with ASD while minimizing identification of children without ASD. Positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were also calculated using optimal cutoffs for each summary score. PPV is the probability that children with a positive screen were diagnosed with ASD, while NPV is the probability that children with a negative screen were not diagnosed with ASD.
Results
Item-level analysis
Item-level analysis reported in Table 3 revealed significant group differences for 19 of 22 items (11 SC and 8 RRB), with the ASD group showing higher scores than at least one nonspectrum group. A total of 17 of these items discriminated between ASD and both diagnostic groups. Differences were observed between ASD and DD (but not ASD and TD) groups for using hand as tool and repetitive body movements. Clutching objects, fixation on object parts, and sensory aversion did not significantly differ between any of the groups. A total of 17 items (10 SC and 7 RRB) demonstrated medium to large effect sizes (i.e. d ≥ 0.5) between ASD and at least one nonspectrum group, and 12 items (8 SC and 4 RRB) demonstrated medium to large effects sizes between ASD and both non-spectrum groups. Item-level performance was also examined using ROC curve analyses (see Table 4 for results). In all, 18 of the 22 items had statistically significant AUC values. The remaining 4 items demonstrated nonsignificant discrimination between groups with AUC values near chance (i.e. 0.50): use of hand as tool, clutching objects, fixation on object parts, and sensory aversion, indicating that these items do not significantly predict diagnostic risk in 16-to 24-month-old toddlers in this clinical setting. A total of 17 items demonstrated individual AUC values of at least 0.60.
The 17 items with medium to large effect sizes and AUC values of at least 0.60 were included in an algorithm used to compute the Composite and SC and RRB Domain scores, providing continuous measures of ASD severity. Because the intended purpose of the RF scores is to provide diagnostically useful information about clinically significant behaviors, all 22 items were included in these scales. Including all items in the RF scales did not decrease sensitivity compared to including only algorithm items.
Summary score analyses
ANOVA results (see Table 3 ) revealed significant differences between the ASD and nonspectrum groups for the Composite, RF, SC Domain, SC RF, RRB Domain, and RRB RF scores with large effect sizes. Larger mean group differences were observed for the SC scores compared to RRB, even for Domain scores that included only optimally performing algorithm items. ROC curve analyses revealed that the Composite and RF scores provided good discrimination (see Figures 1 and 2 ; Table 5) 
Discussion
Our findings support the utility of the SORF as an observational, level-two screening tool for ASD when used with the CSBS behavior sample. Using a Composite cutoff of 20 is recommended for optimal performance. The Composite and Domain scores provide continuous measures of ASD behaviors to quantify severity of current symptoms and may be useful to measure symptom change over time. In contrast, the RF scores may be most beneficial for clinicians who are interested in the presence and number of clinically significant symptoms that fit diagnostic criteria for ASD. One advantage of the SORF over other screeners is that it can be utilized in two meaningful ways, with the same tool serving as both a screener based on an optimal cutoff and a measure of symptom severity.
The SORF was developed to provide a practical alternative to other available screening measures in response to speculation that better tools are needed to justify routine ASD screening at 18-24 months (Al-Qabandi et al., 2011) . While the M-CHAT offers an accessible, brief questionnaire, its rate of ASD detection is lower than expected based on population prevalence estimates, even when follow-up is completed (i.e. 67 cases per 10,000; Robins et al., 2014) . In addition to at-risk children not presenting for diagnostic evaluations, this could also indicate that the rate of false negatives is higher than expected. Children who screened positive on the SORF in this sample also have higher developmental scores (based on the MSEL and VABS-II) than a sample identified by the M-CHAT (Robins et al., 2014) , demonstrating a potential strength of the SORF in detecting high-functioning toddlers from a primary care sample. Children with ASD who were accurately detected by the M-CHAT had average MSEL scores over two SD below the mean for all subscales, whereas our ASD sample was within one SD of the mean for all subscales except language (receptive and expressive). The M-CHAT's lower-functioning ASD sample may reflect bias in sample recruitment and may inflate estimates of the measure's sensitivity. More research is needed for other observational screening tools reported in the literature (i.e. STAT, ADEC, and RITA-T) with large community-ascertained samples to determine effectiveness as leveltwo screeners in primary care settings. Furthermore, though the observational screening tool studied by Gabrielsen et al. (2015) intended to provide a brief 10-min observational measure similar to the SORF, the screener did not adequately predict risk for ASD. This finding suggests that a longer period of observation and/or observation of more behaviors may be needed in an effective screening measure. The SORF provides an important alternative to available screening methods, demonstrating efficacy in a sample ascertained from a primary care population with a larger percentage of high-functioning children with ASD than detected by other existing measures.
Item-level analysis
Children with ASD demonstrated more severe autism symptoms compared to other diagnostic groups (DD and TD) on most SORF items. A total of 19 of 22 items distinguished ASD from at least one other group, with 17 items selected for the algorithm due to optimal performance across analyses. SORF items are specific, easily observable behaviors that reflect manifestations of DSM-5 diagnostic criteria in toddlers. Results indicating that the large number of SORF items that discriminated between ASD and DD/TD suggest that a wide range of specific behaviors may be useful in accurately detecting risk for ASD, consistent with the heterogeneity of the clinical presentation of the disorder.
The SC Domain demonstrated similar performance to the Composite and RF scores when examined separately. This finding is consistent with evidence that prospective questions about SC deficits are effective when screening children under 2 for ASD (Charman et al., 1997; Wetherby et al., 2008) . The RRB scale did not discriminate between groups as well when examined separately. While it is clear that RRBs are present in young toddlers (Elison et al., 2014; Guthrie et al., 2013; Morgan et al., 2008) , this evidence is consistent with other studies that have shown that these symptoms do not discriminate children with ASD as effectively as SC symptoms when used in screening measures (Berument et al., 1999; Rowberry et al., 2015) .
Results also indicated that some ASD-specific behaviors might not be effective items when using an observational screening tool for toddlers as a measure of ASD severity. The five items that were not included in the Composite and Domain score algorithm due to reduced performance across analyses were using hand as tool, repetitive body movement, clutching objects, fixation on object parts, and sensory aversion. Because these behaviors may indicate concern for ASD and their presence is clinically relevant to a child's symptomology based on DSM-5 criteria, these items were not removed from the measure and were included in the RF scores, which are intended for clinicians to provide diagnostically useful information about symptoms relevant to ASD.
Limitations and future directions
A possible advantage of the SORF over other observational screeners, such as the STAT, is that it is not coded based on specific, required activities and may be able to be applied in observational contexts other than the CSBS. Given that a structured observation such as the CSBS may not be feasible in many settings, future research will examine whether community professionals can utilize the SORF in a more unstructured, accessible context such as a home observation. Future studies will also expand on the utility of the SORF at younger ages (e.g. 12 months) to improve early detection. Use of the SORF in combination with a parent-report measure will be explored specifically to determine how it functions as a diagnostic measure, or if it can help to triage children who may have clear ASD from those needing careful diagnostic assessment to confirm or rule out ASD. While these results suggest that the SORF is a promising new observational screening tool, further research is needed to replicate these findings with an independent sample and to study methods to increase time-and cost-efficiency in order to improve screening options for detecting ASD risk in young toddlers. ROC curve for number of Red Flags (RF). Table 4 Item-level ROC curve analysis: ASD (n = 130) versus nonspectrum (TD/DD; n = 117).
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